For lack of SQL Server skills assessment system, Propose a model about skills assessment of SQL Server Base on ADOX. Logic formal method is used to Descript control information of automatic marking. Using the ADOX method to obtain information database objects, using logic formal method to achieve SQL Server database skills assessment automatic marking. Analysis the description structure of logic formal, access the operation information of database and judge rules of operations about create modify and delete.
Introduction
Skill Operation Assessment is an important research direction in field of CAA (Computer Assisted Assessment) [1] . But the present research is relatively weak and insufficient, especially as to general theories and methods. At present, SQL Server examination is only limited to paper test of theoretical knowledge, which is not able to assess students' practical skills effectively. A way to solve this problem at root is to automate the testing and assessing of database operation skills. In regard to skill assessment object, existing database skill assessment systems are all directed at VFP and Access databases while the ones for SQL Server are rather lacking [2, 3] . However, in fact, SQL Server database is widely used in fields of higher education, skill certification, engineering development and so on. As for marking methods for skill assessing, existing assessing systems mainly adopt logically formal methods and construct analytical systems relying on expert knowledge to realize automatic marking, which is complex in realization technique and inconvenient in maintenance. Therefore, it is important for SQL Server to research skill assessment.
Introduce of Existing database information extraction technology
VFP and Access database are available through the analysis of the operating results file. Compare the answer file with the standard answer to find differences in the test point, and then give the scores and error report. VFP database can be used binary method for direct analysis. Access database can be used VBA object method to obtain operating information [4] . Open binary file format is used to analyze the premise of the file. For the protection of the database file format, binary file analysis does not apply. VBA object method on the premise that the database system must support the VBA object access, otherwise the same does not apply.
For SQL Server, Microsoft does not provide SQL Server database documentation instructions. At the same time also did not provide the SQL Server database object access VBA. "Computer Applications and Software," No. 11 in 2009, the journal published a report entitled "SQL Server database skills evaluation program design and implementation," [4] . The paper describes the system method based on system table in SQL Server database skill evaluation. Since the method is based on the designer is very clear about the internal structure of the SQL Server database, so is more complicated to implement [5, 6] . To simplify information retrieval, the author use a new way of ADOX. The following specific description is the SQL Server database skill evaluation techniques and methods based on ADOX.
Introduction of ADOX
ADOX is an extension of object and programming model ADO. As a COM component for accessing data sources, ADO(ActiveX Data Objects) is an application program interface(API) proposed by Microsoft for accessing data from relational or non-relational databases. Table 1 . Thus it is a relatively easy strategy to implement Access database skill and operation automatic assessment by analyzing ADOX and accessing database information. A set containing data model directories Table  Table, 
Scheme Design for SQL Server Skill Assessment
The SQL Server skill assessment scheme is showed in Fig. 2 and it is found that there are three main steps [4] : (1) test paper generation, that is teachers generate a skill and operation test paper from item pools with test paper-generating program, meanwhile, this program automatically generates marking controlling information in light of the paper. (2) Skill assessment, that is during tests, students implement operations on the paper and form skill and operation databases. (3) Automatic marking, which is with database information accessing program, teacher's access information from the skill and operation databases and compare it with standard operation to realize automatic assessment. 
Analysis of Key Technologies

Logical and formalized description
Automatic marking is the core step for implementing Access skill assessment. It should be pointed out that both information accessing and automatic marking rely on the marking controlling information that is automatically generated during test paper generating.
Marking controlling information is expressed with logical formalization method, which is widely used in skill and operation assessment at present. With this method, a question for evaluating skill and operation is described as a logical expression, which contains skill points, skill point information accessing parameters, standard answer information and scoring standards and so on. During marking, skill points in the logical expressions are analyzed, and then in light of skill points, parameter values are obtained from the databases about examinee operation and substituted into the logical expressions, and the returned Boolean values will decide whether the examinees can get points with the knowledge point. The formalized describing structure of logical and formalized method is showed in Fig. 3 below [7, 8] . Annotations: In part in Fig. 3 , X represents the number of test item while Y stands for test grade. The item number is for later data analysis and the grade is for easy grade controlling for test generators. Part , and constitute a logical expression; if the returned value is True, then the corresponding skill point is scored. Part describes skill point numbers and the necessary parameter values for accessing operating information from the database about examinee skill and operation, and returned in part are examinees operating results concerning certain skill points. Operators in part mainly refers to relational operators for operation judging, and standard answers in part means standard operating results.
Information Access Based on ADOX
ADOX-based information extraction from the skill and operation database is realized through ADOX object programming, and the flow can be divided into three steps: (1) loading the database about examinee skills and operation; (2) linking information extraction program to the database loaded in the first step; (3) analyzing and obtaining all parameters in terms of skill point number in the skill test marking controlling expression, and employing ADOX to acquire database object information. The following function "tbl_xxtq" is for drawing all the table-related skill point information, formal parameter "bds" represents logical expression and No.24 skill point is for gaining field number of specific data table. 
Judge Rules for Skill Assessment
Among database skills and operations, there are mainly three types of object operations: creating, modifying and deleting. With every type of operation, universal automatic marking rules are set to implement skill assessment, as shown in Table 2 below.   TABLE II. AUTOMATIC Table 2 we can see that operation Create is decided by that the created object T exists in the examinee database, operation Modify is decided when object S exists in the examinee database, meanwhile the original object T doesn't exist, and operation Delete is implemented if object T doesn't exists in the database.
Implementation of Automatic Marking for Skills and Operation
With logical and formalized marking expressions adopted, implementation of automatic marking is the logical operation between examinees' answers extracted based on ADOX and the operators, standard answers obtained by resolving logical expressions, and then scores can be given in light of the operated results. The key to implement logical expression operation is to convert string expressions to VB expressions by referencing function Eval of object ScriptControl in library "Microsoft Script Control 1.0". The following function R is for expression conversion and logical marking. 
Summary
In view of the lack of SQL Sever skills assessment system at present, a SQL Server automatic marking plan is proposed, which is based on logical formalization. As the extension of ADO object and programming model, ADOX provides programming language and generally-used data-accessing ways. SQL Server object operation information extraction is based on ADOX object programming technique and logical formalization is employed to express marking information. Comparing with existing database information extraction methods, the above one is easier and more intuitive. In light of database object operation characteristics, operations are divided into three classes: creating, modifying and deleting, and universal judging rules for the three kinds of operations are respectively listed. The function Eval of object ScriptControl is referenced to implement logical and formalized automatic marking. ADOX-based SQL Server skill assessment method is of great practical significance for enhancing automatic database skill assessment, and it can also be used for the skills and operation automatic marking about other courses.
